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THE TEACHINGS OF PETER 

October 2, 2000 Walter P. Herz 

Introduction 

Racial oppression is an iniquitous stain on the 
fabric of American society. It has been so ever since 
the f i rst European settlers began appropriating land 
and driving off or killing the native Americans when 
they objected . The early and continuing importation of 
Africans in chains, with the ensuing 
institutionalization of chattel slavery, made mockery 
of the promise of freedom so gloriously proclaimed in 
the Declaration of Independence - our American 
Scripture. The evil consequences of flouting this 
promise of freedom for ALL Americans persist today - in 
somewhat attenuated, but still perfectly recognizable, 
forms. 

Howard Zinn said in his provocative People's 
Hi story of the Unit e d States that: "If history is to 
be creative, to anticipate a possible future without 
denying the past, it should, I believe, emphasize new 
possibilities by d i sclosing those episodes of the past 
when, even in brief flashes, people showe d thRir 
ability to resist, to join together, occasionally to 
win." The Underground Railroad was such an episode of 
our past; and our current efforts to understand it, and 
find in it new possibilities for our f uture, are 
extremely encouraging. They lend credence to Wi lliam 
Faulkner's djc:tum that "The past is never dead. It's 
not even past." 

These thoughts were simmering in my mind when - in 
my mid - sixties and retired - I moved to Cincinnati in 
1989. I had already engaged in re-examining my own 
past endeavoring to find clues that might explain why 
we, as a nation, have found the stain of racial 
oppression so resl~tant to eradication; and to l e a rn 
how we might move more effectively toward racial 
reconciliation. My liberal qualifications for such 
critical scrutiny were unexceptionable. 
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I recalled my parents insisting on, and setting a 
fine example of, respecting the dignity an? worth of 
each person whatever their color,or ec~nomlc 
circumstance, most emphatically lnclu~lng our colored 
laundress, m~ld and - for a brief pcrlod - chauffeur. 
My parents made sure I unde~s~ood we ~ere ve~y 
fortunate to be living a prlvlleged llfe durlng most of 
the 1930s while countless millions of people were poor 
for reasons beyond their control. 

I recalled the public schools in New Rochelle, 
N.Y. - a city celebrated in song by George M. Cohan as 
"45 Minutes From Broadway", and equally celebrated 
locally fo r having one of the three finest school 
systems in the state. The system's de facto 
segregation was expertly accomplished by impeccably 
artful district design, ensuring that all but a very 
few of the colored elementary students would attend the 
schools allotted them - they were the oldest ones and 
employed the least capable teachers - and that the rest 
of the schools would be virtually all white, newer and 
with the best teachers. 

I recalled that the junior and senior high schools 
were integrated. That is, we attended school in the 
same buildings. However, then we were re - segregated 
into three tracks - the highest one almost all white 
with the best teachers, and the bottom one virtually 
all colored. The middle track was well integrated, but 
sometimes there was upward mobility for the whites who 
earned it, but not for the colored students; their 
mobility was almost exclusively down . 

I recalled my first exposure to total segregation 
- in the U.S. Navy, which utilized colored men solely 
as wardroom mess stewards. I recalled my feelings of 
guilt when, as the ship's most junior ensign, I was 
appointed mess officer and was responsible for their 
performance. 

I recalled when my wife and I moved into suburban 
Plainfield, N.J. - then about 40% black - from one of 
the virtually 100% white towns surrounding it so our 
children could attend integrated schools; and then 
watching the system, which had been one of New Jersey's 
best, lose most of its remaining white students and 
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much of,its local support in a very few years because 
of the lntegration policies of the 1960s. Our two 
daughters received very fine education in a high school 
t~at was 85% black by the time the younger graduated. 
Vlrtually al~ the remai~ing whites were in the college 
prep track wlth a relatlvely few black children and all 
the best teachers. 

I recalled the endless hours I spent as a member 
of the city's Community Action Board serving as a 
verbal target for militant blacks who sought power, 
while knowing I was regarded as a wimp by the 
conservative whites who controlled the city financially 
and were not inclined to cede any power; and the 
equally endless hours as an Urban Coalition Board 
member fruitlessly trying to create and ge t financing 
for meaningful job training programs. 

I recalled the endless hours my wife spent in 
volunteer work, e.g., on the Neighborhood House Board 
and in the high school attendance office; and her 
working as a CETA job counselor with increasing 
frustration over the seeming lack of change. 

I recalled my years on the Board of Directors of 
the Johnson & Johnson Company I worked for, and where I 
was regarded as the "house liberal." I recalled my 
frustration over the numbers games the Board felt 
compelled to play with the minority hiring guidelines; 
the pleasures of getting a $20,000 corporate grant for 
a local youth center run by blacks, and hiring and 
training a promising black executive as my potential 
successor. I also recalled the pain of telling him 
that when I moved on, the job would in all likelihood 
no longer be a Board level position; and my 
uncertainty, when my prediction proved to be accurate, 
as to whether it was due to his color or to a 
reorganization plan that would have been consummated 

anyhow. 

Lor d knows we tried - along with millions of 
others at a cost of countless billions of dollars. But 
the more things changed, the more they appeared to 
remain the same. The liberal paradigm, for which our 
expectations had been so high, was not working. That's 
why zinn's and Faulkner's ideas about the past were 
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beginning to inform my thinking by the time we arrived 
in Cincinnati; and it accounts for my eerie feeling 
that fate was knocking on the door when r made one of 
my early acquaintances in our new home . 

We joined Fi rst Unitarian Church and were given a 
printed history of the congregation, which was founded 
in 1830 and had been the religious home of many of the 
most progressive movers and shakers of the 19 th century 
cincinnati. One of the first people I read about was 
Peter H. Clark, the noted African American educator, 
journalist, politician and, in his pre Civil War years, 
outspoken abolitionist and probable conductor on the 
Underground Railroad. Clark joined First 
Congregational Church (Unitarian) - as it was then 
named - in 1868 and was an active member for twenty 
years until he left town. He was born in Cincinnati in 
1829 and grew up during the tempestuous pre - war decades 
when abolitionism was a distinctly minority position in 
Cincinnati; and when Ohio's notorious Black Laws were 
rigor ously enforced in the Ohio Valley communities, if 
not in the rest of the state. 

We eventually became good friends, Peter and r . 
After some years I found he had become my cicerone, 
through whose mind and actions I have subsequently 
explored the history of African American/white 
relationships in Cincinnati and Ohio in hopes of 
d i scovering new possibilities in episodes of our past. 
Historian Charles Joyner said that "Memory without hope 
is unbearable, and hope without memory is unthinkable . " 
Memory and hope - the past and the future - are a 
continuum flow ing through the present as it delineates 
the course of our j ourney of racial reconciliation. 
The balance of this paper is devoted to revealing and 
tracing that course. In keeping with this purpose, I 
will concentrate on what I have learned from Peter 
Clark rather than what I've learned about him. 
However, the basic biographical data that follows will 
provide necessary context for those who are unfamiliar 
with his life. 

Peter H. Clark was born in Cincinnati in 1829. 
His father, Michael, was the son of a Kentucky slave 
woman and a white man, presumably her owner, who 
brought her and her son to Cincinnati in 1817, 
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according to the most credible story. His mother was 
also from Kentucky, though we know nothing else about 
her. She died while he was a boy, and his father, a 
successful barber, remarried and had four more 
children. Peter was a precociously bright child who 
went to classes in a school for colored children in the 
Baker Street Baptist Church, and then attended a 
private high school for colored children established 
and run by Hiram Gilmore, a wealthy bishop of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church. It provided excellent 
classical education during the four years of its 
existence. Peter attended all four years, and also 
served as an assistant teacher the last two. 
Subsequently he worked as a journalist and teacher, 
publishing two short - lived abolitionist papers and then 
working for Fr ederick Douglass on his paper for a year 
between teaching stints in the newly established 
colored public schools. He was fired from the school 
system in 1853 for exposing students to his heterodox 
Unitarian religious beliefs, but was rehired four years 
later. Also, dur i ng his youth and early manhood he was 
alleged to have been very active as a conductor on the 
Underground Railroad, and assuredly was an outspoken 
abolitionist. In 1866 he was appointed Principal of 
the newly created Gaines High School, named after his 
uncle and close associates, John Isom Gaines, who died 
in 1859 at the age of 38 after engineering the 
establishment of the colored public school system and 
helping administer it for several years as clerk of its 
Board. Clark was very active in politics, fighting 
incessantly t o secure the freedom promised colored 
people in the Declaration of Independence. He was 
described as being below medium height, slender, thin 
featured, idealistic, sometimes sarcastic, generous and 
a highly effective spe aker. He was extremely well 
regarded among African Americans; and frequently 
disliked or even feared, by whites. But he was '. . respected by some whltes, d!ld had ~ood.frlends among 
the abolitionist members of the Unltarlan Church. He 
married Frances Williams, an Oberlin graduat e , in 1854 . 
They had three children, all of whom lead s~cce~sful 
lives. Here ends the brief sketch of Clark s llfe, and 
here begins the Teachings of Peter. 
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The First Teaching of Peter 

Clark's abolitionist activism had brought him in 
contact with many of the influential members of the 
Unitarian Church. For example, George Hoadly, the 
prominent lawyer who started in Salmon Chase's office 
and defended fugitive slaves along with Chase, became a 
good friend; and so did Alphonso Taft, who served as 
Clark's attorney in real estate matters. So it was 
natural that he became active in the Republican Party 
that Hoadly and Taft founded in Cincinnati , and helped 
found in Ohio and the nation in 1855-56. Following the 
Civil War virtually all colored voters were its ardent 
and very local supporters . By the early 1870s, 
however, Clark concluded that colored folk were being 
"had" by the Republicans. Most of the infamous Ohio 
Black Laws were still i n force, and colored people were 
ignored when patronage jobs were awarded. Lots of 
promises were made but the Party did not deliver on 
them despite controlling the State's government sineR 
1 863 and regularly receiving almost 100% of the colored 
vote. 

Clark joined with other disaffected Republicans in 
an effort to promote change in the Party, but without 
success. In 1877 he joined the Workingman's 
(Socialist) Party, was nominated for State School 
Commissioner, and campaigned extensively throughout the 
state. The results were nil, though Clark did get 
15,000 votes and was highly respected for his fiery 
speeches in which he berated the State Government for 
its failure to implement economic justice. He 
reluctantly returned to the Republicans, but was 
thoroughly convinced that unless the two major parties 
had to compete for their vote, colored people would 
remain powerless and would not achieve their rightful 
place as full citizens of America. Later, when 
describing the situat ion from 1863-83, Clark wrote: 
"In the course of that twenty years, colored voters of 
Ohio were rallied time and aqain to the support of the 
Republican Party in the name of 'Political and Civil 
Equality' for the colored people of the South; but 
oddly enough, the 'Political and Civil' inequality of 
her own people were unnoticed." 

In the early 1880s the Ohio Democrats noted that 
the Republicans had failed to deliver on their promises 
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to colored people, and courted them with promises of 
their own should the Democrats unseat the Republicans 
in the Ohio State House. Clark saw the opportunity to 
effect change and became a Democrat in 1882. 

The issue was joined in 1883 when the Democrats 
nominated Clark's good friend George Hoadly for 
Governor. Hoadly had become a Democrat primarily 
because he regarded the Republican tariff policy as 
being disastrous. He made racial justice a major plank 
in his campaign, committing himself as follows: liThe 
existing legal discriminations on account of color are 
not based on character or conduct and have no relation 
to mental or moral fitness for civil usefulness, but 
are rather the relics of prejudice which had its origin 
in slavery. I recommend their total repeal." 

Throughout the campaign, Clark was excoriated by 
the colored press as a traitor. As an antidote, the 
Democrats financed a weekly paper edited by Clark and 
his son, Herbert, that responded charge for charge 
while his father campaigned extensively among colored 
votes around the state. In an exceptionally close 
election, Hoadly won by a very slim margin over Joseph 
B. Foraker. The margin was much smaller than the 
several thousand colored men Clark persuaded to vote 
Democratic for the f i rst t i me. While there were other 
major issues that worked in favor of Hoadly, certainly 
colored votes were crucial; and, most importantly, the 
perception that the colored voters had swung the 
election was shared by leaders of both parties. 

Hoadly, with the help of Clark delivered on his 
promise, and most of the Black Laws were repealed. 
Further, Clark was appointed a Trustee of Ohio State 
University, and Hoadly appointed colored men to the 
Boards of Ohio and Miami Universities as well. 
Abolishment of the segregated colored public schools 
failed for reasons that will be the subject of Peter's 
next Teaching. Suffice it to say here that the 
Republican Party of Ohio learned a lesson. Peter Clark 
had demonstrated that trul y effective implpmpntation of 
politically sensitive moral positions, through 
effective legislative and executive action, requires 
the strong commitment of a critical mass of adherents 
in both of our major political parties. New 
possibilities for the future in this episode from our 
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past are obvious. It is improbable that African 
American and white supporters of effective racial 
reconciliation can succeed through one party alone. 
Until both major parties compete energetically for 
their votes, and then deliver on their promises, the 
possibilities in this episode will most likely remain 
unconsummated. Shouldn't we heed the First Teaching of 
Peter? 

The Second Teaching of Peter 

There was virtually unanimous agreement among his 
con~~mporarie ~ that Peter Clark wa~ a caring and 
inspirational teacher. By the time he was appointed 
Principal of Caines IIigh School he h a d participated in 
training all the teachers i n the colored school system, 
and would continue to do so as long a s he taught in 
Cincinnati. From 1858 on Clark - at firs t seconding 
Gaines, anrl then on h i s own - insisted on schools at 
least as good as those maintained for whites. He 
fretted over poor attendance and admonished parents for 
lack of involvement in their children's e ducation. He 
bent hiG every effor t t o help his sLudents achieve high 
standards, but was all the while acutely aware of the 
immense psychic damage wrough t by America's slavery 
past that handicapped the parents and their children. 

Clark's eff e ctiveness was recogniz e d financially 
in the form of decent salaries for his teachers as well 
as more and better books for the children. And the 
colored school system's buildings were at least 
acceptable. 

However, by the 1880'S colored people were, with 
few exceptions, united in their insistence that the 
state law establishing separate colored schools must b e 
repealed . Peter Clark - a committee integrationist -
was in agre ement, but only if the colored students and 
teachers would be accepted as equals. He was virtually 
certain that this would not be the case . He knew his 
students were not ready to compete with the white 
children on an equal basis. He understood their need 
for colored teachers as role models, ~nrl helieved there 
would be no colored teachers in the merged system. He 
fully appreciated that going to school with whites, by 
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American and white supporters of effective racial 
reconcil i ation can succeed through one party alone. 
Until both major parties compete energetically for 
their votes, and then deliver on their promises, the 
possibilities in this episode will most likely remain 
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The Second Teaching of Peter 

There ~as virtually unanimous agreement among his 
contemporarles that Peter Clark was a caring and 
inspirational teacher . By the time he was appointed 
Principal of Gaines High School he had participated in 
training all the teachers in the colored school system 
and would continue to do so as long as he taught in ' 
Cincinnati . From 1858 on Clark - at first seconding 
Gaines, and then on his own - insisted on schools at 
least as good as those maintained for whites. He 
fretted over poor attenddnce and admonished parents fUL" 

lack of involvement in their children's education . He 
bent his every effort to help his students achieve high 
standards, but was all the while acutely aware of the 
immense psychic damage wrought by America's slavery 
past that handicapped the parents and their children. 

Clark's effectiveness was recognized financially 
in the form of decent salaries for his teachers as well 
as more and better books for the children. And the 
colored school system's buildings were at least 
acceptable. 

However, by the 1880's colored people were, with 
few exceptions, united in their insistence that the 
state law establishing separate colored schools must be 
repealed. Peter Clark - a committee integrationist -
was in agreement, but only if the colored students and 
teachers would be accepted as equals . He was virtually 
certain that this would not be the case. He knew his 
students were not ready to compete with the white 
children on an equal basis. He understood their need 
for colored teachers as role models, and believed there 
would be no colored teachers in the merged system. He 
fully appreciated that going to school with whites, by 
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it~elf, woul~ not mean better education for colored 
chlldren, WhlCh was the common assumption of their 
parents. 

When a bill repealing the law establishing 
separate colored schools in Ohio was introduced by 
Governor Hoadly, it was without Clark's support. In 
fact, he fought the measure, thereby losing any 
remaining credibility among the colored populace. He 
was.ceaseles~ly.assailed in the colored press as a 
traltor a~d lnfl~el concerned only with trying to 
protect hlS ~wn Job and those of his teachers. Clark 
finally convlnced Governor Hoadly and the Democrats to 
support a bill that provided local option for school 
systems to maintain separate colored schools or to 
abolish them. Near the end of Hoadly's term late in 
1885 this bill was narrowly defeated following bitter 
argument and further excoriation of Clark. 

The 1885 election again matched Hoadly and 
Foraker. The latter had heeded the lesson of 1883, and 
a promise to abolish colored schools was one of his 
well publ ici zed positions. Foraker won by a landslide, 
carrying into office a number of colored candidates 
whom the Republicans had nominated. Foraker kept his 
promise to abolish the colored schools, and he also 
appointed a number of African Americans to patronage 
positions. Peter Clark had known he would be very 
unpopular when he took his seemingly quixotic stand, 
and he surely had few illusions regarding the 
consequences of losing. His position was one of 
principle, not expedience. The expedient thing to do 
would have been to get along by going along with the 
majority, while keeping to himself his certainty that 
abolishment of the colored schools was premature. In 
the event, he was proven correct. The colored teachers 
were all fired; and the children were not up to 
competing with the white students, particularly without 
the support system of their former teachers. It was 
not long before they ended up in segregated schools 
again, but with white teachers. Clark was fired in 
1887 by the new Republican School Board while charging 
him with attempted bribery in a vain attempt to avoid 
the appearance of political vindictiveness. The 
charges were never proved and were soon dropped, their 
purpose having been served. Gaines High School was 
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The new possibilities for our fut~re.inhe~e~t in 
this episode of our past are clear. ClnClnnatl In the 
1880s, New Rochelle, N.Y. in the 193 0s, Plainfield , 
N.J. in the 1960s and Cincinnati again in the new 
millennium are the memory, that without hope, is 
unbearable . African American children, and those of 
other poor residents of our inner cities, cannot 
compete on an equal basis with suburban children under 
present circumstances. I learned from Peter Clark that 
our present system is a cruel hoax. Inner city kids -
all too frequently from dysfunctional and/or poverty 
stricken homes - must compete with the best suburban 
students by taking the same tests, whi le attending 
dilapidated, under-equipped and understaffed schools 
with oversized classes that have trouble retaining the 
best teachers. Our political body language 
figuratively screams out our low expectations of these 
children. 

Martin Luther King had this kind of situation in 
mind when he said in his 1963 "I Have a Dream" speech: 
"When the architects of our republic wrote the 
magnificent words of the Constitution and Declaration 
of Independence , they were signing a promissory note to 
which every American was to fall heir. This note was 
the promise that all men would be guaranteed the 
inaJienable rights of life, liberty and the pursuit of 
happiness. 

"It is obvious today that America has defaulted on 
this promissory note insofar as her citizens of color 
are concerned. Instead of honoring this sacred 
obligation, Ame LlcCl. has given the Negro people a bad 
check which has come back marked 'insufficient funds.'" 

Surely affluent America should fully redeem the 
bad check by implementing a long overdue response to 
King's charge. It should demonstrate high expectations 
of inner city children by bringing their schools at 
least up to the level of the very best suburban 
schools, doing it immediately and maintaining them at 
that level; and by providing all the family support 
services required t o help children capitalize flllly on 
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their new opportunity. Do we have the will to plant 
hope by heeding Peter Clark's Second Teaching? 

The Third Teaching of Peter 

Achieving freedom for colored people was the 
purpose that drove Peter Clark throughout his life. 
He, like all the prominent colored abolitionists, was 
very conve rsant with the Declaration of Independence 
and the Constitution. The promise of freedom inherent 
in the Declaration - "We hold these truths to be self 
evident, that all men are created equal, that they are 
endowed by their Creator with certain Unalienable 
rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the 
Pursuit of Happiness" - was their American Scripture. 
Clark referred to this promise repeatedly - as did John 
Isom Gaines, John Mercer Langston, Joseph Perkins and 
other prominent colored abolitionist writers and 
orators in Ohio, 8nd as did national figures such as 
Frederick Douglass. 

In the pre Civil War years their references to 
freedom quite naturally emphasized freedom from 
physical bondage. After the war, Clark continued 
talking and writing about freedom, but now it referred 
primarily to freeing the minds of both colored people 
and whites from the destructive attitudes deeply 
ingrained by the prolonged slavery experience in 
America. The profoundly sad, but inescapable, fact is 
that before , dur ing and following the Civil War, highly 
negative feelings and opinions about colored people 
were almost as prevalent among northerners as they were 
in the South, and just as freely expressed. This quote 
from Clark's History of the Black Brigade written in 
l863 is a good example: 

"There is an ellipsis universal in American 
writing or speaking. When an American writes, 'All men 
are created free and equal , ' he means all white men. 
When he solicits the patronage of the public for his 
book, his lecture, his c oncert, his store, his railroad 
car or steamboat, he means the white public. The 
colored people have l ong since come to understand this 
~act, ~nd tO,act upon it. It was most bitterly and 
1nsult1ngly 1mpresse d upon their memories when, in the 
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great outburst of indignant patriotism all the North 
rushed to arms to avenge the fall o f Sumter. They, 
too, desired to maintain the supremacy of the violated 
Constitution, for they hoped some day the American 
people would remember that it was ordained 'to secure 
the blessings of liberty'; they, too, had hopes 
centered in that flag ; they, too, had homes to defend 
against the ravages of war. A meeting of the colored 
citizens of Cincinnati was called, to organize a 
company of 'Horne Guards.' They did not propose to 
invade the South, but merely desired to aid in the 
defense of the city, should the necessity arise. The 
blood boils with indignation at the remembrance of the 
insults heaped upon them for this simple offer. The 
keys of the school-house, in which a second meeting was 
proposed, were roughly demanded by the police. The 
proprietor of a place selected as a recruiting station 
was compelled to take down an American flag which he 
had raised over his door. The proprietors of another 
place were told by the police: 'We want you d. .d 
niggers to keep out of this; this is a white man's 
war.' The Commercial reiterated the same advice shorn 
of its profanity, but as needle ssly and cruelly 
insulting. " 

Throughout the post-war years the pressures on 
Clark were immense. He was a man of unusual ability, 
intelligence and sensitivity and was acutely aware of 
what was being done to his people, and felt powerless 
to effect change despite his unceasing efforts. We may 
understand, but can hardly appreciate, these words from 
an 1873 speech: 

"I do not forget the prejudice of the American 
people; I could not if I would. I am sore from sole to 
crown with its blows. It stood by the bedside of my 
mother when she bore me. It darkens with its shadow 
the graves of my father and mother. It has hindered 
every step I have taken in life. It poi8on8 the food I 
eat, the water I drink and the air I breathe. It dims 
the sunshine of my days, and deepens the darkness of my 
nights. It hampers me in every relation of life, in 
business, in politics, in religion, as a father or as a 
husband. It haunts me walking or riding, waking or 
sleeping. It carne to the altar with my bride and now 
that my children are attaining their majority, and are 
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looking eagerly with their youthful eyes for a career, 
it stands by them and casts its infernal curse upon 
them. Hercules could have as easily forgotten the 
poisoned shirt which scorched his flesh, as I can 
forget the prejudices of the American people." 

This cri de coeur echoes the cries of all late 
19 th century colored people, differentiated only by 
Clark's unusual facility with the English language. 
Stripped down to its essential point, Clark's statement 
says that he is prejudged as sub-human by white 
Americans solely on the basis of his most obvious 
physical characteristic - his color. He is not seen as 
an individual - or even as a human - but solely as 
being colored, with all the negative connotations 
ingrained by the generations of slavery experience. 
But this was a hundred and twenty-seven years ago, I 
sense som~ thinking, and things are entirely different 
now. Well, let's see how different they really are. 

In researching Clark's life, I looked through 
three Histories of Ohio selected at random to see what 
was said about him. The first was the Complete 
Proceedings of the Ohio Centennial Celebration 
published by the Ohio Archaeological and Historical 
Society in 1903. Clark's name is not mentioned at all; 
Gaines and Langston were also ignored, as were the 
repeals of the Black Laws and the separate colored 
schools. The second edition of Roseboom and 
Weisenburger's A History of Ohio, published by The Ohio 
Historical Society in 1967 repeated all these 
omissions, as did Knepper's well regarded Ohio And Its 
People, published in 1989 by The Kent State University 
Press. That the state's historical establishment 
regarded as irrelevant the inclusion of Clark and other 
promin~nt ~frican Americans in these three purportedly 
authorltatlve books, suggests the validity of Martin 
Luther King's contention in "I Have a Dream" that: 
"One hundred years later, the Negro is still 
l~nguis~ing in the ~orn~rs of American society and 
f1nds h1mself an eX1le 1n his own land." 

Thirty years following King's assassination 
Afr~can Americ~n act~vist attorney and lobbyist ~andall 
Roblnson ~escrlbed hls recent visit to Washington, D.C. 
He emphaslzed that the Capitol building was constructed 
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almost entirely by slave labor. Despite this, Robinson 
observed that in all the extensive frescoes and oil 
paintings portraying the American experi ence that adorn 
the rotunda, there is not a single African American. 
He noted particularly that the bronze statue of freedom 
that stands proudly atop the dome was cast by a slave 
and installed by slaves, ironically during the war 
being fought for their freedom. He states further 
that: "Slaves were not only made to labo r on the 
Capitol building but also to do much of the work in 
implementing Pierre-Charles L'Enfant's grand design for 
the whole of the District of Columbia." Robinson found 
two books about the Capitol's construction for sale in 
the gift shop run by the Capitol Historical Society. 
Neither included so much as a single word about the use 
of slave labor. This current example of African 
Americans being exiles in their own land justifies 
Robinson's conclusion that: "Solutions to our racial 
problems are possible, but only if our society can be 
brought to face up to the massive crime of slavery and 
all that it has wrought." 

Perhaps many of you here tonight recall, as 
several victimized African Americans have told me that 
even during the years following World War II they were 
permitted to use the swimmin~ pool at walnut Hills High 
School only on Friday afternoons. Then the pool could 
be drained, cleaned and refilled for the whites by 
Monday. 

If that's too long ago, think of today's infamous 
practice of racial profiling that seemingly makes it 
O.K. for the police to stop and search anyone whose 
skin is black, and to rough the victim up and run him 
in if he objects. 

Or how about the practice of making kids from 
poverty-stricken families attending vastly underfunded 
inner city school systems compete on tests with 
privileged children in the finest suburban schools? 

Or how about the unspoken corporate glass 
ceilings, the red-lining of neighborhoods by banks and 
the subtle, or frequently not so subtle, social slurs 
that beset African Americans daily? 
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Peter Clark has taught me that when looking at the 
glass of African American freedom, I should take care 
to note, with pain, that it's still half empty, and not 
dwell, with pride, on its being half full. He has 
taught me that the glass of freedom that's only half 
full for African Americans is also half empty for 
whites. Peter Clark has taught me that unless we can 
relate with each other as individuals on the grounds of 
the humanity we share rather than on the basis of the 
skin pigment we don' t - on the grounds of the 99 plus 
percent of our genomes that are identical rather than 
on the basis of the few genes that differ - we will 
doom ourselves, whites and African Americans alike, to 
sharing an unbearabl e future of memory without hope. 
will we learn from the thi rd teaching of Peter? 

Conclusion 

Martin Luthe r King said: III have a dream that my 
four children one day will live in a nation where they 
will not be judged by the co lor of their skin but by 
the content of thei r character. II How much longer will 
this remain a dream deferred? 

How much longer must the ghost of Peter Clark and 
those of countless other African Americans - the noted 
and the nameless - wander ceaselessly in the nether 
world outside our co l ective memory, waiting for us to 
acknowledge our unconscio s complicity in perpetuating 
the mental imprisonment of Ameri ca's slavery past? 

him: 
last. 

When, oh when, will o'r actions finally say to 
lIyou can rest in peace, Peter; we're free at 
Thank God almighty, we're free at last,lI 

Note: The use of IIcolored ll
, "A::rican", "black", 

IIAfrican American" and "Negro " :' referring to slaves, 
former slaves and their desce oanLs is not r andom in 
this paper. Each of the ter s ' s sed ~n accord with 
the most prevalent usage duri.g t e .eri d be ing 
discussed, insofar as I've bee ab e - ·e- ermine it. 
This profusion of terms is one more exa ~ e f t he 
persistent identity problem that has burdened Af rican 
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Americans to 
experience. 
subject, and 
no consensus, 
unresolved. 

this day as a consequence of the slaverr 
Countless symposia have been held on th1S 
the literature is profuse. Yet, there is 

and the terminology question remains 

VOODOO 1 

October 9, 2000 Richard S. Newrock 

From letters to the Editor, The Cincinnati 
Enquirer, Sunday, October 24, 1999: 

"In response to J.P. Shepard's letter 
[titled] "Anti -science zealots harm education 
system," Oct. 17, evolution hardly qualifies as a 
science. It is not observable, repeatable, 
testable - nor is creation. Instead there are two 
models which must be evaluated on the basis of the 
information available. No one is trying to tear 
down astronomy and cosmology. If the information 
gathered from these and other sciences (e.g., 
Geology) are examined objectively, they clearly 
point towards creation, not evolution. 

The Big Bang makes no sense logically or 
scientifically. When something explodes, all of 
the particles disperse, they don't agglomerate. 
Wh~c~ brings up another question, 'Where did the 
orlglnal mat~rial come from to fuel the big bang?' 
Also, evolutlon completely goes against the Second 
Law.of Thermodynamics (universally accepted) which 
baslcally says that anything left to itself on its 

~ith apolo~ies to Robert Park, from whose book 
yoodoo SClence," and several articles I 

Ilberally cribbed. ' 




